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- Operating Systems and Middleware group, Prof. Dr. A. Polze
- 2 senior researchers, 9+ PhD‘s
- Research
- Middleware for self-adaptive embedded systems
- Dynamic monitoring and tracing in operating systems
- Cloud-based teaching environments
- Virtualization technologies in data centers
- Programmability of modern many-core systems
- Dependability of modern many-core systems
- Teaching
- Operating systems, middleware technologies, embedded systems,
dependability, parallel programming
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Cloud
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- „...computing paradigm where the boundaries of computing will be
determined by economic rationale rather than technical limits."
(R.K. Chellappa 1997)

- Three independent (!)
basic models of
service provisioning
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“Utility
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“Software as a
Service”, “ondemand” apps
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Dark Clouds
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- Amazon Elastic Cloud
- 2006: S3 request volumes are monitored,
but cryptographic overhead was not considered

- 2008: Single-bit error in transmitted system state lead to global
S3 storage outage, took 6 hours for repair,
including complete ,re-boot‘

- 2009: Bitbucket.org (Amazon-hosted), 19 hours outage
- 2011: Outage of S3, Web 2.0 companies affected for days
- Google Apps (last case in September 2011)
- Microsoft Office 365 (cases in 2011, lasting more than a week)
- T-Mobile Sidekick: One week data outage (2009),
permanent data loss for customers

- ... an even larger set of unpublished issues ...
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Hello,
A few days ago we sent you an email letting you know that we
were working on recovering an inconsistent data snapshot of
one or more of your Amazon EBS volumes. We are very sorry,
but ultimately our efforts to manually recover your volume were
unsuccessful. The hardware failed in such a way that we could not
forensically restore the data.
What we were able to recover has been made available via a
snapshot, although the data is in such a state that it may have
little to no utility…
If you have no need for this snapshot, please delete it to
avoid incurring storage charges.
We apologize for this volume loss and any impact to your business.
Sincerely,
Amazon Web Services, EBS Support

Dependability (in Clouds)
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- Dependability: Umbrella term for operational requirements
„Trustworthiness of an (cloud) infrastructure such that reliance
can be placed on the service it delivers to the user“ [Laprie]

- Third axis of system quality
- Old wisdoms are about to change radically

System
Quality
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Reliability Wisdoms Replaced
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- Traditional hardware fault models need an update
- Memory with increased density and data rates
- Group of ,simple‘ cores instead of monolithic processor
- Interconnect as crucial component, fault isolation issues
- Reactive fault tolerance gets inappropriate
- Recovery time correlates with system size
- 24/7 business availability demands pro-active fault tolerance
- Reactive FT does not scale
(Examples: HPC, clouds)

- Virtualization as new system layer
- Dependability of (hardware-supported)
hypervisors

- Tool support, modeling approaches
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MC2

MC1

MC3

- 44 European projects, 7 SCC-hosting partners incl. HPI
- Unique hardware properties
- 24 tiles with two IA32 cores per tile
- 24-router mesh network with 256GB bisection bandwidth
- 4 integrated DDR3 memory controllers Die$Architecture
- Hardware support for message passing
- 24 frequency islands, 6 voltage islands
- No hardware cache-coherency
- Project: Fail-over cluster on a chip
- Application of distributed systems approaches2 core clusters in 6x4 2-D mesh
- Project: Single system image (SSI) operating system
- Consider unique SCC features, such as dynamic page remapping
MC0
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VRC

System Interface
Router
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Source: intel.com

Example:
Intel Single-Chip Cloud Computer (SCC)
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Example:
Hybrid Computing
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- New flavors of massively multi-core systems
- Intel Sandy Bridge, Intel MiC, Octa-Core, Tilera
- Accelerators accompany general purpose CPUs
- GPU Compute Devices
- Meanwhile common in HPC
(3 out of top 5 supercomputers
are GPU-based!)

- Automatically available in
standard systems

- Special-Purpose Accelerators
- Compression
- Parsing (e.g. XML)
- Regular expressions matching
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Industry Trends
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- Fault detection is part of all system layers in the X86 world
- Hardware & firmware, hypervisor, operating system
- Today: Reactive mechanisms per system layer
- Spacial redundancy, e.g. with memory or disk RAID
- Hot-pluggable components
- Classical approach: Monitor -> Detect -> React
- Proactive failure management: Monitor -> Predict -> Prevent
- Hardware monitoring, preventive reaction expected from software
- Intel Machine Check Architecture (MCA)
- Fujitsu Pre-Failure Detection and Analysis (PDA)
- Solaris Predictive Self-Healing
- IBM Predictive Failure Analysis (PFA)
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Cloud Dependability Provider‘s Point of View
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- Reliability and availability just become another quality attribute
- „You get what you pay for“
- Hardware is failing differently, old approaches fade away
- Only new software approaches are affordable
- New ideas for achieving scalable & reliable cloud centers
- Hardware failure prediction for X86 environments
- Dynamic monitoring and tracing
- Smart event correlation for anomaly detection
- Fine-grained resource partitioning and accounting
- Leverage virtualization capabilities (if we have them anyway)
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Dependability Projects @OSM
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- Cooperation with Fujitsu Technology Solutions
- EFInject - Firmware-based fault injection
- Cooperation with IBM Labs Böblingen
- Resource utilization of video analysis in the IBM public cloud
- Resource partitioning in the hypervisor
- New fault recovery strategies in z/Linux
- Novel fault modeling approaches
- Cooperation with SAP Innovation Center Potsdam
- Pro-Active Virtual Machine Migration
- Loose lockstep in modern virtualized environments
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Example:
Firmware-based Fault Injection
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- Research on new fault models for modern many-core systems
- Waiting for faults is inappropriate, vendor data not available
- Accelerate by software-implemented fault injection
- Approach: Non-intrusive extension of computer firmware
- Analysis under original operational conditions
- New fault locations such as instruction pointer, trap controller, ...
- Investigation of bare-metal hypervisor reliability
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Example:
Pro-Active Virtual Machine Migration

machine live
migration capabilities
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- Umbrella project for

Physical Machine Status
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Example:
Online Failure Prediction
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- Use X86 hardware performance events
- Instruction retirement, cache miss, branch miss-prediction, ...
- Limited hardware counting units, threshold- or time-triggered
- Available for major CMP platforms (Intel, AMD, SPARC, IBM Power)
- Event type reduction
- Determine indicative set of event types with spearman rank
correlation coefficient (no assumption on data distribution)

- Qualitative reduction (monotonic behavior etc.)
- Sampling rate based on
instruction retirement

- Provides constant scale
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Example:
Online Failure Prediction
- Failure prediction for Intel Core2 Quad CPU (Q6600)
- Based on PEBS hardware counters
- Fault injection through under-volting + high computational load
- Rare failure sequences (~150 per counter)
- 31 interesting, 24 random predictors, 5 with high variation
- 2 event types with high AUC (e.g. fpr=0.2 -> tpr up to 90%)
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AUC: Min=0.2304 Median=0.5606 Max=0.8444
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Example:
Virtual Machine Migration
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- Exhaustive analysis of
virtual machine
migration capabilities

- VMWare ESX 4.0.0 vs.
Citrix XenServer 5.6 vs.
KVM

- Live migration:
migration time vs.
blackout time

- Load generation inside the virtual machines
- CPU load (burnP6, cpuburn)
- Locked Pages Generator - migrate locked filled pages
- Dirty Pages Generator - continuos page writes during migration
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Example:
Cross-Level Event Correlation
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- Monitoring data on different levels is partially overlapping
- Accuracy optimization
- Which error situation can best be identified by which level ?
- Domain knowledge utilization
- Layer-specific knowledge for
tailored prediction modules

- Pluggability
- Domain predictors provided by an
application vendor can easily
be integrated

- Ensemble-learning
- Combine predictions across all
system levels
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Example:
Early Anomaly Detection in SAP ByDesign Systems
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System
System
Component
System
Component
Component
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Interaction Graph
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Online Diagnosis

in cooperation with SAP ICP
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Frontend

Cloud Dependability Customer‘s Point of View
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HPC@Cloud
Non-HPC@Cloud

Cloud Customer
Client

Cloud Customer

$
$

Cloud Provider
Cloud Provider

- The customer needs ...
- Predictable scalability for minimal costs (think HPC).
- Application-driven cost optimization (think spot market).
- In many cases at least the reliability of local data centers.
- The customer gets ...
- ... a programming model for a black box.
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Customer View - Ideas
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- Allow customer to realize error mitigation
- Avoidance of vendor lock-in
- Functional replication
- Meta-scheduling, adaptive application reconfiguration
- Information dispersal, smart data replication
- Need for standardized status monitoring and control
- Support for Offline Operation
- Demands standardized
status monitoring
Client
Cloud Customer
Cloud Provider
Cloud Provider
Cloud Provider
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Summary
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- Dependability wisdoms are about to change
- Modeling approaches become inappropriate
- Reactive fault tolerance becomes / is inappropriate
- There is more monitoring data than smart evaluation approaches
- Surprisingly, industry agrees to most of this ...
- Cloud providers
- Pro-active approaches for improving availability
- Depends on customer‘s will to pay for it
- Cloud customers
- Current vendor lock-in prevents flexibility
- Standardization is on it‘s way
- Database people considered reliability / availability for decades
- Maybe it is time to team up with the lower layers ...
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